for me, where I enjoy converse with men of varying1; pur- SirAurel suits, I am often amused at the innocent comments made on Stein and the arts by men eminent in their professions. But fine taste and Lyautey secure judgment on the arts are rare, and no man is the worse for lacking these concerning a subject alien to his nature,
Early in 19241 had a visit from D. Y. Cameron. It appeared that the Speaker of the House of Commons, Mr Whitley, was planning a series of wall-paintings for St Stephen's Hall, on the site of the original House of Commons. Cameron was to supervise the work and choose the painters. He asked me to be one of them. I had long hoped for such a chance. The subjects, chosen by Sir Henry New-bolt, were allocated; mine was the audience given to Sir Thomas Roe, the first English Ambassador to the Mughal Court, by the Emperor Jehangir. My Indian experience would now prove useful. I set about making preparatory designs and wrote to India, with a view to getting dresses of the period copied; but none previous to the eighteenth century had survived. I must therefore rely for accuracy on my Mughal and Rajput drawings, I also consulted friends, Stanley Clark at the India Museum, and Sir Aurel Stein, over various details. No one would take Stein with his gentle, apologetic manner, with his 'please, please!', his quiet scholarly appearance, for an intrepid traveller, one of the greatest, I am told, who has explored the vast waterless deserts that lie east of Kashgar.
Sir Aurel deplored the lack of interest in Indian culture among English officials; and above all the decadence of Indian craftsmanship, in part due to the indifference of British and Indians alike, also in part to the influx of cheap English and German manufactures. He urged me to go to Morocco to see what Marshal Lyautey had done for Moorish craftsmen. Lyautey had called these craftsmen together, he told me, had assured them of his protection and had prohibited the import of inferior European products.
I first met Stein at the house of Sir Thomas Arnold, another lover of India, of Muhamedan culture especially, who 35

